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Abstract   This paper compares the utilization of fisheries that reside is spa-
tially differentiated patches that are interrelated by migration under open
access and marine reserves. The purpose is to provide a better understanding of
fisheries operation in patches and to study the effects of marine reserves on ag-
gregate stock size, harvest, and fleet size. It is an extension of a model
developed by Sanchirico and Wilen (2001), SW. One extension is a detailed
analysis of vessel behavior taking into account the distance from port. Another
is the introduction of isogrowth curves and bioeconomic equilibrium stock
(BES) curves that are used with the concept of the feasible region introduced by
SW. The isogrowth curves provide a more transparent analysis of the effect of
marine reserves on aggregate harvest. The BES curves allow for a direct analy-
sis of when a bioeconomic equilibrium exists, and if so, whether it is in the
interior or on the border of the feasible region. In the latter case, fishing will
occur in only one patch, while in the former it will occur in both patches. In ad-
dition, the BES curves can be used to show that with more general assumptions,
the bioeconomic equilibrium stock size in one patch can be dependent upon the
size of the stock in the other. This allows for a richer analysis of the effect of
marine reserves on aggregate stock size.
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JEL Classification Code  Q22.
Introduction
Much of the received literature on fisheries bioeconomics ignores or subsumes the
spatial distribution of fish stocks. While there has been discussion of multiple
grounds and location choice analysis [see Gordon (1954), Eales and Wilen (1986),
Caddy and Seijo (1998), and Holland and Sutinen (2000)], Sanchirico and Wilen
(1999) is perhaps the first paper that specifically focuses on the general topic of spa-
tial exploitation. However, with the recent interest in marine reserves, there have
been many papers that treat (explicitly or implicitly) the movement of fish from the
reserve area to the fishable area. See Holland and Brazee (1996), Conrad (1999),
Hannesson (1998), Pezzy, Roberts, and Urdal (2000), Sanchirico and Wilen (2001),
and Anderson (forthcoming). The focus of this paper is the utilization of fish stocks
with “patchy distribution” and migration between patches.
The model builds upon the 2001 Sanchirico and Wilen (SW) paper. They ana-
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lyze the effect of marine reserves in patch systems on the size of aggregate stock
and total harvest. Their results are summarized in a series of graphs in stock-size
space which delineate a feasible region of stock size combinations where a sustain-
able fishery is possible. They further delineate a subregion that contains the set of
open-access stock size combinations from which a marine reserve will increase total
harvest. While their analysis is correct, the equation that defines the border of the
subregion is a complicated relationship between the economic and biological param-
eters of the system, and it is difficult to get an intuitive understanding of why aggre-
gate catch increases. They also demonstrate that, assuming linear industry-wide pro-
duction and cost functions, reserves will increase aggregate stock size.
The present paper builds upon that analysis by developing a more transparent
way of determining if total harvest will increase and by noting how the increase in
aggregate stock size depends upon the above linearity assumptions. While the re-
sults show that the SW conclusion is likely to hold in most cases, a different result is
possible. The expanded analysis allows for an easy comparison between many as-
pects of open-access and marine reserve utilization. In addition, it demonstrates
when one or both of the patches will actually be fished at the open-access equilib-
rium, and it allows for a clear distinction between the location where growth occurs
and where the fish are harvested.
Further, while SW show interesting results of the general effects of cost differ-
ences between patches, this paper provides a more detailed analysis by directly con-
sidering the distance between the fishing port and the patches. This necessitates the
adoption of a discrete, rather than a continuous, model.
The first section describes the bioeconomic model. The next sections describe
and interpret three sets of curves in stock size space which define: (1) the feasible
region where sustainable fishing is possible, (2) the sustainable catch for any combi-
nation of stock sizes, and (3) the bioeconomic equilibrium combination of stock
sizes. The first set is contained in the SW analysis, while the other two are original.
Set 2 allows for a determination of the effect of reserves on equilibrium total harvest
when combined with set 3, which establishes an open-access status quo point from
which comparisons can be made. Finally, graphical analysis is used to describe and
compare open-access and marine reserve utilization. A brief summary concludes the
paper.
A Discrete Bioeconomic Model
Assume two stocks of the same species that reside in discrete “patches.” Let the
change in stock size in patch i be captured by a Schaefer (1954) growth function.
XX G X it it i it ,+ , , =+ ( ) , 1
where Xi,t is stock size in patch i at time t, Gi(Xi,t) = riXi(1 – Xi/Ki), ri is intrinsic rate
of growth, and Ki is the carrying capacity. Gi(Xi,t) is zero at Xi,t = 0 and Ki, it is maxi-
mized at Xi,t = Ki/2, and the slope at Xi,t = 0 is ri. With no fishing, the equilibrium Xi,t
will be Ki.
Two types of migration will be considered: density dependent and source/sink.
Let density-dependent migration of biomass from patch i to patch j be:
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Fish migrate from the patch with the higher density to the patch with the lower den-
sity, and b is the migration coefficient. When the expression is positive, there is mi-
gration into patch j. When it is negative, there is migration into patch i. Migration
from patch j to patch i equals – M(Xi, Xj). Let source sink migration from patch i to
patch j be:
mX bK X it i it () = ( ). ,,
Fish migrate from the source patch, i, to the sink patch, j, in proportion to the size of the
source stock where, again, b is the migration coefficient. The ratio b/Ki is used to allow
for comparisons to the density-dependent case. The loss of fish in area i is – m(Xi).
Assume that the patches are situated at specific locations relative to a single
fishing port and that given the relative locations, it is not practical to shift patches
on the same fishing trip. The choice of which patch to fish is discussed below. Let:
Vi = Number of homogeneous vessels fishing in patch i.
Ti = Number of trips per period taken when fishing in patch i.
Li = Length of trip when fishing in patch i measured in days.1
s = Steaming speed of the vessels measured in miles per day.
di = Round trip distance from port to patch i measured in miles.
di/s = Travel time to patch i measured in days.
γ i = Portion of trip to patch i that is actually spent fishing.
γ i =[ Li – di/s]/Li = 1 – di/(sLi).
yi = Periodic harvest per vessel in patch i.
yi =( q/Ki)Tiγ iXi, where q is the density-dependent catchability coefficient.
ct = Cost per day of operating a vessel when steaming.
cf = Cost per day of operating a vessel when fishing.
Ci = Cost per trip to patch i.
Ci =[ di/s]ct + [Li – di/s]cf  = Licf + di/s[ct – cf].
FC = Periodic fixed cost of a vessel.
Ψ = Vessel cost interaction coefficient. A zero value indicates that fleet size does
not affect vessel costs. A positive value indicates congestion externalities,
and negative value indicates cooperation. This is introduced explicitly to
take the model beyond the SW linearity assumptions, although there are
other ways of doing so. See below.
TotCi = Periodic total cost of using a vessel in patch i.
TotCi = FC + TiCi + Ψ Bi.
π i = Periodic profit per vessel working in patch i.
π i = Pyi – TiCi – Ψ Bi.
The full equations for long-run vessel profit in each patch are:
ΠΨ 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 =( ) – (  + + ) PqK T X TC F C V γ (1)
ΠΨ 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 =( ) – ( + + ) . PqK T X TC F C V γ (2)
1 At this level of complexity, it is best to think of the number of trips and their lengths as being deter-
mined by tradition or negotiation between captains and crews and vessel speed as a constant. However,
it is possible to let these be variables. See Anderson (1999).Anderson 272
The equations for the inter-period change in stock size in both patches with density-
dependent migration are:
XX G X M X X V y tt t t t 11 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 ,+ , , , , =+ ( ) – ( , ) – (3)
XX G X M X X V y tt t t t 21 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 ,+ , , , =+ ( ) + ( , ) –. (4)
The equations with source/sink migration are analogous, except that M(X1,t, X2,t) is
replaced by m(X1,t), and patch 1 would be the source patch.
Assume for simplicity that a vessel continues to fish in a particular patch for the de-
fined period of analysis. Following Smith (1969), after each period vessels can enter or
exit the fishery as a whole. In addition, existing vessels can decide to switch patches.
This switching behavior requires some modification to the traditional Smith vessel
change equation. The inter-period change in fleet size in each patch can be expressed as:
VV tt t s t t 11 1 11 1 2 ,+ , , , , =+ + ( – ) ΦΠ Φ π π (5)
VV tt t s t t 21 2 22 1 2 ,+ , , , , =+ – ( – ) . ΦΠ Φ π π (6)
Φ 1 and Φ 2 are the entry/exit coefficients for patches 1 and 2, and Φ s is the switching
parameter. The second term captures the change due to entry or exit that is assumed
to be proportional to long-term profits. The third term captures the switching of ves-
sels between patches according to the relative short-term profits. The number of
boats that leave one fleet is equal to the number that joins the other. Because of the com-
plexity added by switching, certain constraints are necessary to make this realistic.
If π 1,t – π 2,t > 0  then  Φ s(π 1,t – π 2,t) ≤  B2,t (7)
If π 1,t – π 2,t < 0  then  –Φ s(π 1,t – π 2,t) ≤  B1,t (8)
If max(Π 1,t, Π 2,t) = Π 1,t  and  Π 1,t > 0,  then  Φ 2 = 0 (9)
If max(Π 1,t, Π 2,t) = Π 2,t  and  Π 2,t > 0,  then  Φ 1 = 0 (10)
If max(Π 1,t, Π 2,t) < 0  and if  max(π 1,t, π 2,t) > 0,  then  Φ 1 and Φ 2 = 0 (11)
If max(Π 1,t, Π 2,t) < 0  and if  max(π 1,t, π 2,t) < 0,  then  Φ s = 0. (12)
Equations (7) and (8) specify that the number of boats that leaves a patch cannot be
greater than the existing fleet size. Equations (9) and (10) specify that if vessels en-
ter the fishery, they will enter in the patch where long-run profits are the highest.
Equation (11) specifies that if there are long-term losses in both patches, but short-
term gains in at least one patch, there will be no exit from the fleet. Boats will go to
the patch with positive short-run returns. Equation (12) specifies that if there are
long- and short-term losses in both patches, there will be no switching, but vessels
will exit from both patches. There will be no change in either fleet if long-term prof-
its in both fleets equal zero, because if Π 1,t = Π 2,t = 0, then π 1,t = π 2,t.
The system will reach a joint bioeconomic equilibrium when long-run profit for
both fleets is zero and when the catch in both areas equals the algebraic sum of
growth plus migration. That is when equations (1), (2), (3), and (4) equal zero si-
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From equations 1 and 2, the equilibrium stock size in patch i will be:
  X K Pq C FC V T ii i i i i i i
* () ( ) . =+ + [] γψ γ (13)
Note that with a non-zero Ψ , it is not possible to solve for the equilibrium stock size
autonomously, as is the case with the linearity assumptions. See below.
A Graphical Analysis of Exploitation in (X1, X2) Space
A bioeconomic analysis of this system can be described using several sets of curves
defined in (X1, X2) space. Some intricacies of the analysis are easier to understand
when presented graphically. In addition, it allows for a clear comparison of the two
types of migration and the differences between the open-access and the marine re-
serve equilibria. As a sidelight, it is also possible to show some general results con-
cerning dynamic utilization paths. For simplification, the equations for the curves
will be described in implicit form. The derivations of the explicit equations, which
can get quite messy, are presented in the appendix. For purposes of accuracy, the
graphs of the curves are generated using the biological and economic parameters
listed in table 1. Also, the time paths of changes in the two stocks are generated us-
ing simulation models that capture the dynamics of equations (1), (2), (5), and (6).
While the specific shapes and positions of the curves will depend upon the absolute
and relative sizes of the parameters, except for the time paths, the results as depicted
and explained below are general.
Table 1
Biological and Economic Coefficients used in Constructing Graphs
Patch-Specific Parameters Patch 1 Patch 2
Distance from port d 50 25
% of trip actually fishing γ 0.75 0.875
Cost of trip C 1.75 1.625
Intrinsic growth rate r 0.5 0.3
Carrying capacity K 1,500 1,000
Common Parameters
Price P $120
Steaming cost ct 0.25
Fishing cost cf 0.15
Fixed cost FC 5
Cost interaction coefficient ψ 0.1
Catchability coefficient q 0.09
Speed s 20
Trips per period T 25
Trip length L 10
Entry/exit coefficient Φ 1 0.25
Switch coefficient Φ s 0.1
Migration coefficient b 200Anderson 274
Stock Frontier Curves and the Feasibility Region
Define a stock frontier, SF, curve for a given stock as the relationship between stock
size in the other patch and its equilibrium stock size with no fishing. The equation
for this curve can be derived from the equation for the change in stock size. Using
patch 2 as an example, at an equilibrium, the implicit form of equation (2) (with the
time subscripts subsumed) becomes:
GX M XX V y 22 12 2 2 0 () +(, ) – = . (2′ )
Solving for X2 provides an equation for the equilibrium level of X2 in terms of X1
and E2:
XH X E 22 1 2 =( , ) . (14)
Setting E2 equal to zero provides the equation for the stock frontier curve:
XH X X 22 1 2 1 0 = ( , ) SF ( ). ≡
If there is no migration, the equilibrium stock size in one patch is independent
of the stock size in the other patch, and the SF curve will be a straight line equal to
the carrying capacity stock size, Ki. At this size, growth equals zero, and the equilib-
rium stock size is achieved. With migration, the equilibrium stock size with no fish-
ing occurs where the algebraic sum of growth and migration equals zero.
The SF curves with density-dependent migration will be shaped as those pic-
tured in figure 1. Also pictured are the carrying capacities of the two patches and a
dotted line representing the collection of stock size combinations with equal density
Figure 1.  General Shape of Stock Frontier Curves with Density-Dependent Migration
Note: The area inside the SF curves represent stock combinations
where both stocks can support sustainable fisheries.Reserves with Patchy Distribution 275
in both patches. Points above the line represent stock combinations where migration
will be from patch 2 to patch 1. Points below the line have the reverse interpretation.
Consider SF2, the stock frontier curve for the stock in patch 2. For a given level
of stock 1, it shows the size of stock 2 where migration from patch 2 to patch 1
equals the growth of stock 2. It is a positively sloped curve because as the stock
density in patch 1 increases (recall the size of stock 1 is the independent variable),
the stock density in patch 2 must be increased to equilibrate growth in patch 2 with
the migration generated by the two stock sizes. When stock 1 is less than K1, SF2
will be above the equal density line and below the K2 line, and there will be in-mi-
gration to patch 2. When stock 1 is greater than K1, it will be below the equal den-
sity line and above the K2 line, and there will be out-migration from patch 2. Except
for the reversed axis, SF1 has the same interpretation. The two curves intersect at
(K1, K2), which is the equilibrium point with no fishing.
The curves are functions of the parameters of the growth and migration func-
tions. As the migration parameter, b, increases, they rotate around the point (K1, K2);
SF1 will rotate clockwise, and SF2 will rotate counter-clockwise. If b/Ki is greater
than ri, the intrinsic growth rate, the SF curve will go through the origin. The appen-
dix contains an explicit derivation of the SF equation and a detailed explanation of
its characteristics.
The area below SF2 represents those stock combinations where stock 2 can sup-
port a sustainable fishery because the algebraic sum of growth and migration is
positive. That amount can be harvested each year, and the stock will maintain itself.
The area to the left of SF1 has an analogous interpretation for stock 1. Therefore, the
area bounded by the two curves represents the stock combinations where both stocks
can simultaneously support sustainable fisheries. Following SW, call this the feasi-
bility region. The size of the feasibility region decreases with increases in the migra-
tion parameter. Area 1 (2) in the figure can technically support a sustainable fishery
in patch 1 (2). Area 3 cannot support a sustainable fishery in either patch.
Note that by definition along any SF curve, the level of effort in the patch for
which the curve is defined is zero. In the feasible region, a positive level of effort is
required in both areas to maintain any combination of stock sizes.
The SF curves with source/sink migration will be shaped as those pictured in
figure 2, where patch 1 is the source and patch 2 is the sink. The equilibrium size of
the source stock is independent of the size of the sink stock; both out-migration and
growth are functions only of own stock size (see SF1). It will achieve equilibrium at
the stock size where out-migration equals growth. This will occur at a stock size less
than K1, because growth needs to be positive to match the out-migration.
Growth in the sink stock is a function of own stock size, but migration is a func-
tion of the size of the source stock. Since in-migration is positive, in the absence of
fishing, the only way that the sum of growth and migration can be zero is for growth
to be negative. This is so only when stock size is greater than K2. Therefore, SF2 will
originate at K2 when X1 equals zero and will increase monotonically with increases
in X1. The position of the SF curves with source sink migration will also depend
upon the size of the migration coefficient. As it increases, the vertical SF1 will shift
to the left, and the SF2 curve will take on a steeper positive slope.
The SF curves with source/sink migration have the same interpretation as those
with density-dependent migration. The area inside the two curves is the feasibility
region where sustainable harvest of both stocks is possible. With density-dependent
migration, the feasibility region is always inside the box formed by the two K lines,
but this is not so with source/sink migration.Anderson 276
Isogrowth Curves
Define an isogrowth curve as the set of stock size combinations that generate a con-
stant level of growth. The equation for such a curve is:
IG X X G X G X Gcon (, ) = () + () – = 12 1 1 22 0,
where G1(X1) and G2(X2) are the growth functions defined above, and Gcon is the
specified constant total growth. There will be a family of such curves for any set of
patches with the range of total growth going from zero to the sum of the maximum
sustainable yields (MSY) from the two stocks. The family of curves will be a set of
ellipses that form around a vertical axis of K1/2 and a horizontal axis of K2/2 (see
figure 3). Note from the parameters in table 1 that stock 1 has the higher of the two
MSYs.
When the constant total growth is equal to the sum of the MSYs, the ellipse will
collapse to a single point at the intersection of the K1/2 and K2/2 lines. Curve 1 rep-
resents the case where the constant total growth is equal to the MSY of stock 1, the
higher of the two MSYs. Curve 2 represents the case where the constant total catch
is equal to the smaller of the two MSYs. When the constant catch is greater than the
larger of the two MSYs, part of the curves will be in areas where the size of one or
more of the stocks may be negative or larger than the carrying capacity of one of the
patches. In the latter case, growth in that particular patch will be negative.
These curves can be interpreted in terms of sustainable catch. Given the two
stock sizes represented by a given point, total sustainable harvest is equal to the
value of the isogrowth curve. However the curves are in terms of the stocks that pro-
duce the biomass; but with migration, consideration must be given to the location of
harvest. For example, consider a point in figure 1 in the feasible region above the
Figure 2.  General Shape of the Stock Frontier Curves with Source/Sink Migration
Note: The feasibility region has a different shape than with density-dependent migration.Reserves with Patchy Distribution 277
equal density line that is on an isogrowth curve with a value of 100 with 50 units
being produced in each area. If migration to patch 1 at that point is 20, equilibrium
will be maintained if harvest in patch 1 is 70 units and harvest in patch 2 is 30 units.
Harvest will equal the algebraic sum of growth and migration in each area, and total
harvest is equal to total growth in both patches. Because an isogrowth curve can
have a positive value, and yet growth for one of the patches can be negative, means
that they must be interpreted with respect to the feasibility regions defined above.
To summarize, using the SF and the isogrowth curves it is possible to take any
combination of stock sizes and determine the sustainable growth level, and if both,
one, or neither of the patches can support a sustainable fishery. Further, with den-
sity-dependent migration it is possible to determine which way migration will flow.
Bioeconomic Equilibrium Stock Curves
Define a bioeconomic equilibrium stock (BES) curve as the relationship between the
stock size in one patch and the bioeconomic equilibrium stock size in the other.
Given that definition, the intersection of the two BES curves will be at the combina-
tion of stock sizes that occurs at the joint bioeconomic equilibrium.
A bioeconomic equilibrium will occur in a single patch when, for a given stock
size in the other patch, the profits to the fleet and the net growth of the stock are
simultaneously equal to zero. In terms of patch 2 in a density-dependent system, this
is when equations (2) and (14) are simultaneously equal to zero. These equations
can be viewed as a set of two simultaneous equations with two unknowns, X2
 and V2,
and one parameter, X1. They are analogous to what Smith calls the resource stock
equilibrium curve and the industry investment curve in his one stock/one fleet
model (Smith 1969, p. 187), and what are commonly called the population equilib-
rium curve, PEC, and the economic equilibrium curve, EEC, in fisheries economics
texts. See Anderson (1986, chap. 4) and Hannesson (1993, chap. 2).
Figure 3.  Isogrowth Curves are a Family of Ellipses that Show the Set of
Stock Size Combinations where Total Growth in Both Patches is a ConstantAnderson 278
The PEC traces out combinations of stock and fleet size where catch is equal to
growth. In this case, there is a family of PECs for patch 2, one for each relevant
level of X1. Each shows the combinations of X2 and V2 where catch equals the sum of
growth and migration for a given level of X1. The EEC traces out the combinations
of stock and fleet size where vessel profits are equal to zero. The intersection of a
PEC and the EEC is the bioeconomic equilibrium combination of X2 and V2, because
profits will equal zero and simultaneously the sum of growth and migration will
equal catch. In this case, there will be a different bioeconomic equilibrium combina-
tion of X2 and V2 for each level of X1.
It is not possible to obtain an analytical solution for the bioeconomic equilib-
rium level of X2 in terms of X1. However, it is possible to use the EEC and the set of
PECs to trace its path graphically by noting how the equilibrium combinations of X2
and V2 vary with X1, although it is the level of X2 that is of interest. This is demon-
strated in figure 4, which depicts two of the family of PECs for patch 2 (those for X2
equals zero and K2) and three different types of EECs.
The PECs will shift up and to the right with increases in X1 for the same reason
the SF2 is an increasing function of X1. In fact, the vertical intercept of PEC(X1 = 0)
is equal to the vertical intercept of SF2, and the vertical intercept of the PEC(X1 =
K1) is equal to the value of SF2 at K1. As shown in the appendix, given the linear
catch function, the PECs will be negatively sloped throughout. An increase in effort
will decrease the equilibrium stock size.
The three EECs are those for positive (congestion), zero, and negative (coopera-
tion) values of ψ , the cost interaction coefficient. As can be seen from equation (13),
which is an alternative form of the EEC, the equilibrium level of X2 is independent
Figure 4.  The Slope of the BES Curve can be Found by Tracing How the
Equilibrium Level of X2 Changes Due to the Change in the PEC as X1 IncreasesReserves with Patchy Distribution 279
of V2 when ψ  equals zero, and otherwise it will have the same slope as the sign of ψ .
The economic interpretation of this is as follows. Given the linear production and
cost functions, when ψ  equals zero, there is only one stock size where vessel profits
will equal zero. However, when there is congestion between vessels, as fleet size in-
creases, it takes a higher stock size to produce a zero level of profit. The higher
stock size will produce a higher catch per unit of effort that will counteract the con-
gestion-induced increase in cost. With cooperation, as the fleet size gets larger, it
takes a lower stock size to push vessel profits to zero.
The different equilibrium combinations of X2 and V2 that occur with different
levels of X2 can easily be seen in figure 4. With congestion (cooperation), the equi-
librium level of X2 will increase (decrease) with increases in X1 and the BES curve
will be positively (negatively) sloped. When ψ  equals zero, the EEC and the BES
curve will be a horizontal line. An example of a set of positively sloped BES curves
is shown in figure 5. While it is not possible to represent fleet size in (X1, X2) space,
it follows from figure 4 that movements along a BES curve away from the origin
means that equilibrium V2 is increasing. Except for the reversal of axis, the analysis
of BES1 in a density-dependent system will be the same.
In a source/sink system, the above results apply only to the sink stock. The PEC
curves for the sink stock will shift up and to the right with increases in the source
stock. There can be different bioeconomic equilibrium levels of the sink stock with
different sizes of the source stock depending on the sign of ψ  and so the BES curve
can be non-horizontal. However, the PEC for the source stock will not shift with
changes in the size of the sink stock; therefore, the equilibrium size of the source
stock is independent of the size of the sink stock. Hence, regardless of the sign of ψ ,
there will only be one bioeconomic equilibrium stock size for the source stock.
The slope of the BES curve for a particular patch is critical because, as demon-
strated below, it shows the effect a marine reserve in the other patch will have on its
Figure 5.  If BES1 and BES2 are the relevant curves, open-access equilibrium
will occur at Point A. With a reserve in Patch 1, the equilibrium will occur
at Point C. With a reserve in Patch 2, the equilibrium will occur at Point D.Anderson 280
equilibrium stock size. A positive sloped BES curve will mean that the equilibrium
stock size will increase and vice versa. Although the SW model is internally consis-
tent, the assumptions they use specify a horizontal EEC, which precludes anything
but horizontal BES curves. The above shows that the presence of congestion/coop-
eration will cause the BES curve to be positive or negative.
It is important to note that other non-linear assumptions can also affect the slope
and shape of the EEC, and they will also result in non-horizontal BES curves. As
demonstrated in Smith (1969) and Hannesson (1993, chap. 2), if there are decreas-
ing returns to effort in the industry production function, the EEC and hence the BES
curve will be positively sloped. Further, if price is a function of output, the EEC is
upward sloping, and if the range of sustainable harvests includes the elastic portion
of the demand curve, it will have a backward-bending portion at higher stock sizes,
which can potentially lead to multiple intersections with a given PEC. This will also
lead to a positively sloped BES curve with the possibility that it, too, may have a
backward-bending portion. The following analysis is based on the assumption of
congestion/cooperation externalities, but similar results follow with non-linear pro-
duction functions or variable prices.
The Complete Analysis
Open-access Equilibrium with Density-dependent Migration
Using the above curves, it is possible to describe most aspects of open-access utili-
zation. This is important because open-access utilization provides a status quo from
which the effects of marine reserves can be compared (see figure 5). The key point
is the intersection of the BES curves. If they intersect in the feasible region, the
point of intersection represents the combination of stock sizes that will occur at the
joint bioeconomic equilibrium. See curves BES1 and BES2 that intersect at point A.
Since the point is below the equal stock density line, there will migration from patch 1
to patch 2. The isogrowth curve through point A defines the total sustainable catch. Har-
vest in patch 2 will be the growth of stock 2 plus the migration from patch 1, while har-
vest in patch 1 will be the growth of stock 1 minus the migration to patch 2.
The equilibrium stock and, hence, the equilibrium stock density in the two
patches results from the relative sizes of the parameters. The parameters have been
chosen to accentuate the differences related to distance from port (see table 1).
Therefore, the fleet in patch 2, which is closer to the port, will have a lower trip
cost, Ci, and a larger effective fishing time, γ i. This will make it more profitable, and
it will reach equilibrium at a lower stock density. Thus, it will attract migration from
the other patch.
SW note that for a given P, the equilibrium stock size in a patch will decrease
with decreases in fishing costs. Given the analysis of vessel behavior in this model,
it is possible to provide more detail. For one thing, it demonstrates the need to con-
sider effective fishing time as well as transportation costs. Equation (13), when Vi is
equal to zero, is the vertical intersection of the EEC used to derive the BES curves.
An increase (decrease) in that value will shift the BES curves out and will increase
(decrease) the equilibrium values of the bioeconomic stock sizes. By demonstrating
how the vertical intercept of the EEC varies with changes in Ci and γ i, it is possible
to show how they will affect equilibrium stock sizes. The values of Ci and γ i are
functions of distance from port, di; speed, s; trip length, Li; and the costs of travel
and fishing, ct and cf. The cost per fishing trip is:
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and ∂ Ci/∂ Li = cf > 0; ∂ Ci/∂ cf = Li – di/s > 0; ∂ Ci/∂ ct = di/s > 0; ∂ Ci/∂ di = (ct – cf)/s; and
∂ Ci/∂ s = –di(ct – cf)/s2. The signs of the last two depend upon the relative sizes of ct
and cf. The effective fishing time per trip is:
γ =– 1 ds L ii
and ∂γ i/∂ di = –1/sLi < 0; ∂γ i/∂ s = d/s2Li > 0; and ∂γ i/∂ Li = di/sLi
2 > 0. The general
form of the derivative of equation (13), when Vi equals zero, with respect the param-
eters of γ i and Ci is:
∂∂ = ∂∂ − ∂ ∂ + [] {} X K Pq C C FC T ii i i i i i ii i
* () ( ) () () ( ) . γγ γ γ 22
It follows that ∂∂ Xc it
*  and ∂∂ Xc if
*  are positive, ∂∂ Xd ii
*  is positive, and ∂∂ Xs i
*
is negative if ct > cf. Their signs can be the opposite if cf is greater than ct by a large
enough margin, and the sign ∂∂ XL ii
*  is indeterminate.
It should be noted, however, that because patches can differ in other things be-
sides distance from port, the closest patch will not always be the one with the lowest
equilibrium stock density. For example, due to differences in direction and speed of
currents, wave height and periodicity, water depth, and the nature of the bottom,
vessels fishing the closer patch could have higher steaming and fishing costs and a
lower speed and catchability coefficient. As a result for any stock density, profitabil-
ity could be higher in the more distant patch.
It is also interesting to investigate the dynamic path that leads to the equilib-
rium. The curved line starting at B shows the time path of stock sizes given the entry
and switching coefficients in table 1. The path demonstrates a temporal Ricardian
utilization pattern. Initially, it stays close to SF1. Patch 2 is closer to port and given
the relative sizes of the parameters, initial returns at virgin stock sizes will be higher
there. Vessels will not begin to work in patch 1 until returns to stock 2 have fallen,
such that they are similar in both patches. If both patches were an equal distance
from the port, the dynamic path would initially stay closer to the dotted line than
SF1. Further, if the distance to patch 2 is lower than to patch 1, the path would ini-
tially follow SF2.2
Consider the case where BES1 and BES2′  intersect at point A′ . A sustainable
fishery for stock 1 is possible at A′  because it lies to the left of SF1. However a sus-
tainable fishery for stock 2 is not possible because A′  lies above SF2. Vessels fishing
in patch 2 cannot earn positive returns given the stock size combinations generated
by the open-access operation of the fleet in patch 1. The actual equilibrium will not
occur at point A′  but rather a point D at the intersection of BES1 and SF2. There will
be no fishing in patch 2. The stock size in patch 2 will be determined by the effects
of migration between its unexploited stock and the exploited stock in patch 1.
It follows that if the BES curves intersect to the right of the SF1 curve (see area
2 in figure 1), the operational equilibrium will occur at the intersection of BES2 and
the SF1 curves. Fishing will only occur in patch 2. Finally, if the BES curves inter-
sect in area 3 in figure 1, the only equilibrium will occur at the intersection of the
two SF curves. There will be no viable fishery in either patch.
2 While the general shape of the SF, BES, and isogrowth curves are not dependent upon the particular
parameters, the shape of the time path is. For example, the higher the entry coefficient, the more direct
will be the path from point B to point A.Anderson 282
Analysis of Marine Reserves with Density-dependent Migration
The effect of implementing a marine reserve in one of the patches can also be deter-
mined from figure 5. Assume the status quo is an open-access equilibrium at point
A. Implementing a reserve in patch 1 will cause the bioeconomic equilibrium to
change to where the BES2 curve intersects the SF1 at point C. With a reserve in
patch 1, effort will be equal to zero, and so the SF1 curve shows where X1 will be in
a biological equilibrium for a given level of X2. The BES2 curve shows where X2 will
be in an economic equilibrium for a given level of X1. The intersection of the two
curves shows the combination of stocks where the regulated system is in
bioeconomic equilibrium. Harvest in the fishable area is equal to the total net pro-
duction of the system. It is equal to the growth in the fishable area plus the growth
in the reserve that it obtains through migration. It follows that a marine reserve in
patch 2 will cause the system to change to point D, at the intersection of the BEC1
and the SF2 curves.
Three policy-relevant issues for marine reserves are their effect on total stock
size, total fleet, and total catch. Consider first the effect on total stock size. The
stock in the reserve will increase, but the change in the stock in the fishable area
will depend on the sign of ψ . With perfectly horizontal or perfectly vertical BES
curves, the equilibrium stock size in the fishable patch will not change. This is the
case considered by SW. If there are congestion effects, the slope of the BES curves
indicates that the stock size in the fishable area will increase. While a congestion
externality is not a good thing, it does provide for a larger increase in total stock
size with marine reserves than would otherwise be the case. As was shown above, if
there is a non-linear, fishery-wide production function or if price varies with output,
the BES curve will also be positively sloped. SW base their conclusion that a marine
reserve will increase total stock size on the fact that given their assumptions, stock
size in the fishable area remains the same. Their conclusion is even stronger if it
will increase. However, their conclusion may not hold if there is a cooperation ex-
ternality. The equilibrium stock size in the fishable area will fall. This leads to the
possibility, albeit a small one, that reserves will decrease total stock size.
A movement from point A to either point C or D will increase the fleet in the
fishable area. Recall that a movement along a BEC curve away from the origin
means that the equilibrium fleet size increases. However, whether it increases
enough to make up for the cessation of fishing in the reserve is not clear.
Given the isogrowth curve that goes through point A, it is easy to determine the
effect a reserve will have on total catch. If the reserve equilibrium point lies inside
that isogrowth curve, the sustained catch will increase. In figure 5, a reserve in
patch 1 will reduce total catch, but a reserve in patch 2 will increase it. Point C is
outside the curve and, hence, on a lower isogrowth curve, while point D is inside the
curve.
However, if the migration coefficient were higher, the SF curves for both stocks
would shift toward the equal density line. This would make it possible that the new
equilibrium for a reserve in patch 1 would also lie inside the status quo isogrowth
curve. It would also mean that the equilibrium stock size in the reserve would be
smaller.
Since the BES curve for the area not subject to the reserve marks direction of
change in stock sizes, it is possible to provide a classification of when there is the
possibility of increases in total catch. Assume first that ψ  is non-negative, which
means that the BES curves are parallel to the axis or positively sloped.Reserves with Patchy Distribution 283
Case A:  If the open-access equilibrium occurs where both stocks are above
K/2, it is not possible for a reserve to increase total catch. A movement
along either BES curve will always lead to a lower isogrowth curve (see
figure 3).
Case B:  If the open-access equilibrium occurs where both stocks are below
K/2, it is possible that a marine reserve in either patch may increase total
catch. A movement along either BES will always initially lead to a higher
isogrowth curve.
Case C:  If the open-access equilibrium occurs where the size of one stock
is less than K/2, and the size of the other is greater than K/2, then a reserve
in the first patch can possibly increase total catch, but a reserve in other
patch can never increase total catch. Movements along the BES curve of the
stock below K/2 will initially lead to a higher isogrowth curve.
When ψ  is negative, which means that the BES curves are negatively sloped,
then in case A it is possible that one of the BEC curves could initially lead to an
increased isogrowth curve. Further, in case B, it is possible that one of the BEC
curves could initially lead to a lower isogrowth curve.
In figure 5, the dotted line from point A to point D shows how the combination
of stock sizes will likely change as the system adjusts from an open-access equilib-
rium to a reserve in patch 2. There is a decrease in stock 1 during the transition.
Stock 2 will increase continuously because of the cessation of fishing. However, the
fleet from patch 2 will initially switch to patch 1. It is critical to consider how the
reaction of participants will affect the system. While there will be an increase in one
or both stocks, there will likely be a short-run decrease in stock size in the fishable
patch.
The above assumes an open-access equilibrium status quo. However, the initial
sizes of the fleets and stocks and the shape of the time path to the reserve equilib-
rium will differ according to the point on the time path at which the reserve is
implemented. Also, the isogrowth curves do not apply at non-equilibrium points,
and it is not possible to state categorically what will happen to total catch.
The analysis is different when the open-access equilibrium is not in the feasible
region. For example, given BES1 and BES2′  in figure 5, the open-access equilibrium
will occur at point D and there will be no fishing in patch 2. A marine reserve in
patch 2 will have no effect. However, implementing a reserve in patch 1 will cause
the system to move to C′ . With no fishing in patch 1, patch 2 can now sustain a fish-
ery. If the BEC2 is such that it intersects SF2 in area 3 (not pictured), the open-access
equilibrium would still be at point D, but implementing a marine reserve in patch 1
would shut down the whole system because the equivalent of C′  would not in the
feasible region. Even with no fishing in patch 1, patch 2 cannot support a fishery.
The argument in favor of marine reserves often goes something like the follow-
ing. Closing an area will increase stock size in that area and, in addition, at equilib-
rium the entire annual growth of the protected stock will migrate and be available
for harvest. While the statement is true, it does not tell enough of the full story to
determine if reserves will prove successful. Consider the move from point A to point
C in figure 5 as a result of instituting a reserve in patch 1. Stock 1 does increase and
all of its equilibrium growth does migrate to patch 2. The important issue, however,
is what happens to the sum of the annual growth in both areas.Anderson 284
Open Access with Source Sink Migration
Figure 6 demonstrates the analysis with source/sink migration, where stock 1 is the
source and stock 2 is the sink. Except for a few exceptions, the above results apply.
Open-access equilibrium will occur at the intersection of the two BES curves, as
long as the intersection occurs in the feasible region. See the intersection of the
BES1 and the BES2 curves at point A. Harvest in the sink patch is equal to the
growth of stock 2 and the migration from patch 1. The harvest in the source patch is
equal to the growth of stock 1 minus migration. If BES2 was higher, which would
mean that fishing in the sink patch were less profitable, it could intersect BES1
above K2 and still be in the feasible region. Natural growth would be negative, and
all harvest would be supported by migration.
The curved line from point B to point A shows the dynamic time path to the
open-access equilibrium. The time path stays close to SF1 initially, mostly because
of the relative stock densities in the two patches. Initially, density is greater than 1
in the sink patch and less than 1 in the source patch. Unless there are significant dif-
ferences in trip costs due to distance from the port, the difference is stock density
will provide higher returns in the source patch. Once a point is reached where the
difference in stock densities is not so great, the relative size of the other parameters
begin to have a greater influence on relative profits, and the path will move away
from SF1 toward point A.
Marine Reserves with Source/Sink Migration
The equilibrium with a reserve will occur at the intersection of the SF curve of the
patch with the reserve and the BES curve of the fishable patch. A reserve in the sink
Figure 6.  The Analysis of Open-access and Reserve Implementation With
Source/Sink Migration is Analogous to the Case of Density-dependent
Migration, Except for the Shape of the SF CurvesReserves with Patchy Distribution 285
patch will shift the equilibrium from point A to point D. As shown above, the equi-
librium size of the source stock is independent of the size of the sink stock and so
BES1 is a vertical line. It can be shown that point D will always be a lower isogrowth
curve than will point A. Stock 1 will not change, so growth in patch 1 will not change.
However, the growth of stock 2 will be positive at point A, but it will be negative at
point D because stock 2 will be greater than K2. Since growth is constant in the source
patch and decreases in the sink patch, total sustainable catch will fall. A reserve in
the sink patch does not make sense, at least as far as increasing catch is concerned.
A reserve in the source patch will cause the equilibrium to switch from point A
to point C. As pictured, this will cause total catch to fall. However, with a higher
migration coefficient, SF1 will shift to the left, making it possible that the new equi-
librium would occur at a higher catch level. The dotted line from point A to point C
again shows the likely time path of the change to the reserve equilibrium. Again,
there is an initial decrease in the fish stock in the fishable patch.
Summary
There is limited set of stock size combinations (i.e., the feasible region) where a
sustainable fishery in both patches is possible. The size of the set is inversely pro-
portional to the size of the migration coefficient. If the technical solution to the
equations for open-access equilibrium is not inside the feasible region, the opera-
tional equilibrium will occur at a border point of the feasible region with no fishing
in one patch. This may well be a fairly frequent phenomenon in real world fisheries.
Assuming the open-access equilibrium is inside the feasible region, implement-
ing a marine reserve in one patch will change the equilibrium to the border of the
feasible region. The fleet in the fishable area will increase, but whether it can absorb
the entire fleet from the closed area is uncertain. In the process of obtaining the new
equilibrium, the stock in the fishable patch will initially decrease. A reserve will al-
ways increase stock size in the reserve patch, but the change in stock size in the
fishable patch will depend upon the slope of the BES curve. It has been shown that
with non-linearities in cost due to congestion externalities (or because of a non-lin-
ear, fishery-wide production function or a variable price of output), the BES curve
will be positively sloped and the stock in the fishable area will increase. However, if
there is cooperation in the cost function, the BES curve will be negatively sloped
and the equilibrium stock in the fishable area will fall, leading to the possibility that
a reserve may decrease aggregate stock size. The effect on total catch will depend
upon the status quo sizes of the two stocks and the size of the migration coefficient.
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Appendix
Stock Frontier Curves With Density-dependent Migration
It was stated in the text that the SF2 curve was positively sloped, had a vertical inter-
cept which depended on the size of the migration coefficient, passed through the
point (K1, K2), and was below K2 and above the equal density line when X1 was less
than K1, but was above K2 and below the equal density line when X1 was greater than
K1. A similar statement can be made about the SF1 curve, but it would have to be
stated in terms of the horizontal axis. These points can be demonstrated as follows.
At equilibrium, equation (4), the net growth equation for X2 with density-depen-
dent migration, can be written as:
rX X K bX K X K q T K VX 2 2 22 22 11 2 22 2 2 10 ( – )– ( – )–( ) = . γ (A1)
This can be expressed as:
AX B q T K V X C X  +– ( ) + = , 2
2
22 2 2 2 1 0 γ [] (A2)
where A = –r2/K2, B = r2 –b/K2, and C = b/K2. The positive solution of this quadratic
equation is the explicit expression equation (14) in the text [X2 = H2(X1, E2)]. Be-
cause A is negative, the positive solution is:




42 =– – ( ) – (– ( ))– .
/
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Setting V2 equal to zero obtains the equation for SF2. The equation for SF1 can be
derived in the same manner.
The nature of SF curves can be explained by rewriting the equilibrium for equa-
tion (A1), remembering that we have set V2 equal to 0, as:
rX X K bK X bK X 22 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 ( – ) = –( ) + ( ) . (A4)
The left-hand side is growth as a function of X2. The right-hand side is migration
from patch 2 to patch 1 as a function of X2 for a given level of X1. The vertical inter-
cept of this migration curve is –(b/K1)X1 and the slope is (b/K2). See figure A1 which
shows the growth curve and three different migration curves for different values of
X1. Stock 2 reaches an equilibrium for a given level of stock 1 at the point where the
specified migration curve intersects the growth curve. As stock 1 increases, the mi-
gration curves shift downward and the intersection occurs at a higher value of stock
2. Consider the M(X1 = 0) migration curve. The vertical intercept is zero, and the
Figure A1.  The Equilibrium Stock Size Occurs Where the Migration Function
for a Given Stock Size in the Other Patch Intercepts the Growth CurveAnderson 288
point of intersection represents the vertical intercept of the SF2 curve. The slope of
the migration curve is directly proportional to the migration coefficient. The higher
that coefficient, the lower the equilibrium level of X2. The slope of the growth curve
at the origin is r2, while the slope of the migration function is b/K2. Therefore, if
b/K2 > r2, there will not be an intersection between the growth and the migration
curves at a positive level of X1. The relevant intersection will be at the origin. This
means that when b/K2 > r2, the SF2 curve will go through the origin.
Note that the M(X1 = K1) curve intersects the growth curve on the horizontal
axis where X2 is equal to K2, because the horizontal intercept of the migration curve
is K2X1/K1. Therefore when X1 equals K1, the horizontal intercept equals K2. Finally
note that when X1 is less than K1, the intersection occurs at a value of X2 that is less
than K2 and where there is net migration from patch 2 to patch 1. When X1 is greater
than K1, the intersection occurs at a value of X2 that is greater than K2 and where
there is net migration from patch 1 to patch 2.
Stock Frontier Curves With Source/Sink Migration
It was stated in the text that if patch 1 is the source and patch 2 is the sink, then the
SF curve for the source stock will be a vertical line and the SF curve for a sink stock
will be positively sloped with a vertical intercept at K2.
The equilibrium equations for the changes in stock sizes are:
rX X K bK X qT K VX 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 10 (– ) – ( )  – (   ) = γ (A5)
rX X K bK X qT K VX 22 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 22 10 (– ) + ( )  – (   ) = . γ (A6)
Solving equation (A5) for X1 obtains:
XK b rq r V 111 1 1 = [] –– ( ) . (A7)
When V1 equals zero, this is the equation for the SF curve of the source stock. The
equilibrium value of X1 will be a constant that is less than K1.
Using equation (A6), it is possible to derive an equation that is identical to
equation (A2), except that B will equal r2 instead of r2 – b/K2. Using this value of B
in equation (A3) will provide an equation that shows the equilibrium level of the
sink stock as a function of the size of the source stock and effort in the sink patch.
With effort equal to zero, this becomes the equation for SF2 in the source sink case.
Its meaning can be explained by writing the equivalent of equation (A4) in this
case:
rX X K bK X 22 2 2 1 1 1 (– ) = – ( ) . (A8)
In terms of figure A1, the migration curve will be a horizontal line that will always
have a non-positive vertical intercept. Recall that migration is defined as the move-
ment of fish away from the patch in question. Therefore, a negative value means that
fish are moving into the patch. Without drawing the curves, it can easily be seen that
when X1 is equal to zero, the migration function will be the horizontal axis, which
means the equilibrium level of X2 is K2. As X1 increases, the migration curve will
shift down and the intersection will occur at a higher level of X2.Reserves with Patchy Distribution 289
Isogrowth Curves
An isogrowth curve shows the combinations of X1 and X2 that generate a constant
level of total growth:
rX X K rX X K G con 22 2 2 11 1 1 11 0 (– ) + (– ) – = .
This can be arranged in terms of the quadratic equation as follows:
a X bX c () + += 2
2
2 0,
where a = – r2/K2, b = r2, and c = [G(X1) – Gcon]. For a given level of X1, there are
two levels of X2 that will obtain the constant harvest:
Xb b a c a 2
21 2 42 =– ( – ) / ± [] . (A9)
However, the only levels of X1 that are of interest is that range which generates real
as opposed to imaginary solutions. Therefore, for a given constant term, the range
will be that set of X1, where b2 – 4ac is positive. The horizontal axis of the family of
ellipses will be the level of X2 for the extreme points of the range of X1. These will
be the two values where b2 – 4ac equals zero. At those points, X2 equals K2/2. The
vertical axis of the family of ellipses will be the level of X1 where the range of X2 is
maximized. Taking the derivative of the segment of equation (A9) with the positive
(negative) sign with respect to X1, it can be shown that the maximum (minimum)
value of X2 occurs where X1 equals K1/2.
The Family of Population Equilibrium Curves
In the text, population equilibrium curves were used to derive the BES curves. With
density-dependent migration, equation (A3) with a fixed level of X1 is the equation
for the PEC. With source/sink migration, equation (A8) is the equation for the PEC
of the source stock, and equation (A3) with the modified B parameter is the equation
of the PEC for the sink stock.
The conclusions in the text require that the slope of the PEC be negative. That
this is so can be seen in terms of the density-dependent case by writing equation
(A4) as:
rX X K bK X bK K E X 22 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 ( – ) = –( ) + [ + (q ) ] . (A10)
The right-hand side of the equation represents total outflow from the patch. The in-
tercept is the inflow that will occur when stock size equals zero, and its size will
depend upon the stock size in the other patch. The slope depends upon the migration
coefficient, catchability coefficient, and level of effort. The population equilibrium
will occur at that level of X2 where growth equals the sum of migration and harvest.
With reference to figure A1, the outflow line will have a steeper slope than the
equivalent migration functions which are pictured. Also, the higher the level of E,
the steeper will be the slope of the total outflow curve and the lower will be the
equilibrium stock size. An increase in E decreases the equilibrium stock size; the
PEC has a negative slope.